
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS John 15:18 – 6:4 

Read John 15:18 – 16:4 

1. Verse 18 is shocking. The language is strong. Taking into account that hatred comes in various 

shapes and sizes, share some personal experiences of people hating you because of Jesus. 

 

2. What is the first reason that the world hates us, according to verse 19, and what is the great 

encouragement that comes with it? Share some personal experiences of where you felt pressure 

from the world to fit in. 

 

3. The Jehovah Witnesses also won’t fit in. They refuse to honour the Australian flag, they reject all 

government authority and they think it is wrong to sing the national anthem. They will not observe 

any public holiday etc.  Discuss how biblical Christianity’s ‘not fitting in’ is different to the cultic 

craziness of the JW’s. Hint: 1 Corinthians 9:19-23. So when do we fit in, and when don’t we? What 

principles come into play when Christians decide whether they should make a stand for other 

smaller issues other than Jesus Christ, such as whether Christians should also stand out for their 

rejection of Christmas (we all know Jesus wasn’t born on 25th December), or Halloween (most 

Australians haven’t got a clue about its Druidical origins). Do you think Christians should stop 

saying ‘Wednesday’ and ‘Thursday’ since these are both names of Nordic gods? 

 

4. What (or who) is the next reason we are hated by the world according to verse 20-21? What 

comfort does Jesus offer us?  

 

5. Looking at verse 22-25 what is it about Jesus specifically that people don’t like? This is true in 

general, but who in particular is Jesus talking about? 

 

6. “If Jesus would just appear and people could see him they would believe in Him.” Discuss whether 

you agree with this sentence based on verse 24. So what would happen if Jesus appeared? 

 

7. Looking at the context of the surrounding verses, why does Jesus call the Holy Spirit ‘the Helper’? 

What will He help with? What great assurance do these verses give us as we get on with our 

mission? 

 

8. “Our church focuses on the Holy Spirit.” Discuss what you think of this statement in the light of 

what Jesus says in this passage. So what must a church focus on in order to be led by the Holy 

Spirit? 

 

9. Share some reasons why you are afraid to talk to others about Jesus. When you really think about 

it, what is so frightening about those fears? Spend time in prayer asking God for encouragement 

for all of us, and NCC, as TOGETHER we continue to pursue the vision He has given us. 

 



Leaders Notes 

1. The aim of this question is to get God’s people to encourage each other. The truth is, there are 

a lot of experiences out there where Christians are hated because they are Christians. By 

sharing and hearing these experiences we fortify each other to continue to stand for Jesus. 

2. As it says in the verse 19, we are hated because we are not of the world. We don’t belong and 

more, we won’t belong. The great encouragement is that this is proof we have been chosen by 

Jesus! – that’s what He Himself says. 

3. Just because Christians don’t fit in, doesn’t mean we try not to fit in all the time. On the 

contrary we actually do try and fit in. Paul says we do our best to fit in! We try and fit in, NOT to 

avoid persecution, but in order to win people to Jesus. But nothing we do must compromise our 

love for Jesus Christ. Sadly, often Christians become ‘difficult’ and ‘offish’ for the most minor 

reasons. They stand out when there is no reason to stand out. Jesus says, in verse 20-21, that 

we are to stand out for Jesus and His words. Jesus says nothing about observing Christmas. 

Christians ought to learn to give as little offence as possible without compromising Jesus. But 

also, Christians are entitled to freedom of conscience and no one must be compelled to join in 

Christmas or anything that offends their conscience. If the conversation gets heated, remember 

Romans 14 and especially verse 5. We are not to judge each other in these matters. 

4. Obviously because of our association with Jesus. The great comfort is that this proves that we 

are truly servants of Jesus. If anyone doubts whether Jesus is hated by the world, let them go to 

work and talk to someone about Jesus. Unless the Spirit is at work, you can be sure their 

reaction will be antagonistic. 

5. The irony is that it is actually Jesus’ ‘rightness’ or ‘righteousness’ that put people off. It is 

incredibly ironic that people think Jesus is wrong precisely because He is so right! His perfection 

exposes our imperfection. If Jesus was a sinner like us, we’d be ok with Him. In particular, and 

this will come as a shock to some, Jesus is talking about the Jewish people. This is what the 

phrase ‘their law’ shows us in verse 25. Jesus is saying even the Jewish people’s own bible 

prophesied their hatred of God. But this is not anti-Semitism because we are all the same. If the 

Jewish people really loved God, they would have loved Jesus. The same is true for every race on 

earth – according to Jesus. 

6. This is actually true. If Jesus appeared, people would believe Him. But, and it’s a huge but, this 

does not mean that they would love Him. On the contrary, they would try and kill Him again. 

And here’s the point that many Christians miss. God is not trying to get people to believe in 

Him. Nor is Jesus. God does not need anyone to believe in Him. Belief is nothing. When the 

Bible speaks of belief it means ‘wholehearted devotion to’. And only faith without seeing can 

produce that. 

7. The Spirit helps us bear witness to Jesus even in the face of persecution and the world’s hatred. 

The great assurance is that as we testify to Jesus, the Spirit does so also. This means we are 

guaranteed that many will believe and come to life when Jesus is preached. 

8. The role of the Spirit is to point to Jesus and bear witness to Him. A Spirit-filled church will 

always be focusing in Jesus. Of course we talk about the Spirit. We adore and worship the Spirit 

because He is God! But in line with what the Spirit teaches us through Jesus Christ, our focus is 

always on Jesus Christ. 


